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Financial Services Firms: Governance, Regulations, Valuations, Mergers, and AcquisitionsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011

	Indispensable coverage of new federal regulatory reforms and federal financial issues


	An essential guide covering new federal regulatory reforms and federal financial issues


	Financial Institutions, Valuations, Mergers and Acquisitions, Third Edition presents a new regulatory framework for financial...
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The Open Mobile Alliance: Delivering Service Enablers for Next-Generation ApplicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
A practical overview of OMA specifications and how they enable mobile multimedia services & much more …!    

    The Open Mobile Alliance (OMA) is an industry forum, which develops open specifications to help in the creation of applications and services to be deployed over converged networks. The alliance is...
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Technology Scorecards: Aligning IT Investments with Business PerformanceJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
Are you dissatisfied with your business software? You're not alone. Fully 75% of organizations believe their business software is not meeting expectations. The letdown, or failure, of the technology cannot be pinned on the technology itself. Successful implementation of technology involves the integration of People, Processes, Technologies, and...
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Product and Systems Development: A Value ApproachJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	A thorough treatment of product and systems development in terms of value to all stakeholders


	Product and Systems Development compiles more than twenty years of research and practice from a value perspective, from vision and marketing to design, manufacturing, delivery, operations, and maintenance. It defines...
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E-learning And Virtual Science CentersInformation Science Publishing, 2005
The key to the success of the clinical healthcare sector in the 21st century is to achieve
an effective integration of technology with human-based clinical decision-making processes.
By doing so, healthcare institutions are free to disseminate acquired knowledge
in a manner that ensures its availability to other healthcare...
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Above the Board: How Ethical CEOs Create Honest CorporationsMcGraw-Hill, 2008
In recent years, a string of corporate scandals have sent shockwaves throughout the business world, resulting in the fracture of public trust in corporations. Now more than ever, corporate honesty and integrity are directly connected to success and growth. Above the Board provides strategies and methods to help you build a solid foundation...
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Discourse of Character Education: Culture Wars in the ClassroomLawrence Erlbaum Associates, 2005
In this book Peter Smagorinsky and Joel Taxel analyze the ways in which the perennial issue of character education has been articulated in the United States, both historically and in the current character education movement that began in earnest in the 1990s.
The goal is to uncover the ideological nature of different conceptions of character...
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Safety Design for Space SystemsButterworth-Heinemann, 2009
Progress in space safety lies in the acceptance of safety design and engineering as an integral part of the design and implementation process for new space systems.  Safety must be seen as the principle design driver of utmost importance from the outset of the design process, which is only achieved through a culture change that moves all...
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The Project Management Question and Answer BookAMACOM, 2003
The Project Management Question and Answer Book is a one-stop reference that both beginning and experienced project managers will use in countless on-the-job situations. Providing the answers to critical questions, from the simplest to the most advanced, the book is arranged to get you the information you need the moment you need it....
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Jenkins Fundamentals: Accelerate deliverables, manage builds, and automate pipelines with JenkinsPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Continuous integration with Jenkins speeds up your projects and saves you time and money

	
		Key Features

		
			Get a perfect balance of theories and hands-on activities
	
			Apply continuous integration and delivery to your workflow
	
			Explore concepts such as the plugin...
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Boardroom Secrets: Corporate Governance for Quality of LifePalgrave Macmillan, 2009

	
		
			Trust is the foundation of development both in relations among
		
			humans, as well as in relations between institutions such as the firm
		
			and its stakeholders. As the world continues to get smaller, the
		
			mutual interdependence of the corporations and their stakeholders
		
			grows larger. To achieve...
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Component-Based Software Testing with UMLSpringer, 2004
Component-based software development regards software construction in terms of conventional engineering disciplines where the assembly of systems from readily-available prefabricated parts is the norm. Because both component-based systems themselves and the stakeholders in component-based development projects are different from traditional...
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